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Results	of	Coupled	Analysis
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• Successfully	determined	an	
optimal	trajectory	subject	to	
thermal	constraints	of	electric	
components.
• Modeled	the	interaction	of	the	
propulsion	system,	airframe,	
thermal	management,	and	
power	system.	
• Falck,	R.,	Chin,	J.,	Schnulo,	S.,	Burt,	J.,	and	
Gray,	J.,	“Trajectory	Optimization	of	Electric	
Aircraft	Subject	to	Subsystem	Thermal	
Constraints,"	2016.
Conclusions
• The	accurate	modeling	and	analysis	of	electrified	aircraft	propulsion	
concepts	require	intricate	subsystem	component	coupling.
• The	major	challenge	in	electrified	aircraft	propulsion	concept	
modeling	lies	in	understanding	how	the	subsystems	“talk”	to	each	
other	and	the	dependencies	they	have	on	one	another.
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Thank	you.
Questions?
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